This year’s ION GNSS+ conference will feature Dr. James L. Green, director, Planetary Science, NASA Headquarters, as the keynote speaker at the opening session on September 15. Dr. Green’s address will take conference attendees on a journey through the solar system navigating to new worlds and showing the many recent discoveries through the “eyes” of NASA’s planetary spacecraft. ION GNSS+ 2015 will take place at the Tampa Convention Center in Tampa, Florida, on September 14–18.
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FIGURE 1 Circulation patterns in the Gulf of Mexico recorded by GPS-positioning drifters deployed in the Grand Lagrangian Deployment (GLAD) experiment.

Deepwater Horizon: Tracking Gulf of Mexico Oil Spills

Satellite navigation technology has provided an unprecedented accuracy and timeliness for researchers investigating the movement of oil spills in the Gulf of Mexico, including the disastrous Deepwater Horizon incident in 2010.

In April the Gulf of Mexico Research Initiative (GoMRI) released the first installment in a three-part series of articles about the scientific advances and new tools developed to better inform oil-incident response decisions. GoMRI is an independent, voluntary initiative sponsored by BP plc (formerly British Petroleum), the company whose oil platform exploded following a methane gas–caused blowout of a subsurface wellhead, killing 11 workers.

BP asked Dr. Rita Colwell to Chair the GoMRI Research Board because of her experience as a former director of the National Science Foundation and her prior research and scientific publications on microbial degradation of oil. The world’s sixth-largest oil and gas company, BP committed $500 million to the GoMRI effort.

As GoMRI researchers point out, knowing where spilled oil is and where it will go is critical for effective containment and mitigation efforts. GoMRI-funded research has improved tracking and prediction capabilities for both surface and sub-surface oil transport.

GLAD to SCOPE
Understanding the Gulf’s surface currents in open and nearshore waters and their influence on oil movement has been the focus of two GoMRI-affiliated Consortium for Advanced Research on Transport of Hydrocarbon in the Environment (CARTHE) experiments: the Grand Lagrangian Deployment (GLAD) and the three-week Surfzone Coastal Oil Pathways Experiment (SCOPE). Both experiments involved the deployment and tracking of GPS-enabled drifters.

Tracking Oil Spills continued on page 16
We have just concluded another yet successful ION meeting — Pacific PNT 2015 — that took place in Honolulu, Hawaii, April 20–23, 2015. A few years ago, when the idea of expanding ION meetings to better serve the fast-growing PNT community in the Asia-Pacific region, Hawaii was selected as the most convenient (and attractive) location.

We have held two meetings there already, and both have been very successful with a substantial attendance of researchers and government representatives from the Asia-Pacific region. What caught my attention in particular this year was a statement made by a number of colleagues from the Asia-Pacific region that it was their first participation or first presentation made at an ION meeting. Clearly, the Pacific PNT meeting is serving its original purpose!

While I have no doubt that all the attendees enjoyed the beautiful settings of the meeting, and as always — perfect logistics and organization handled by the ION National Office — the technical strength of the program and networking opportunities were, similarly to the other ION meetings, the primary perk of this conference.

My favorite sessions were B2, Alternative and Collaborative Navigation; C3, Automotive and Land Vehicle Navigation; and A5, UAS Technologies and Applications. Of course, these preferences reflect a purely professional bias, as multi-sensor and collaborative navigation is what my research team has been working on for several years.

In general, though, I found the technical program diverse and strong, and I’d like to take a moment to thank the Program Committee: Dr. Mike Miller, Dr. Jade Morton, Dr. Frank van Graas, Dr. John Raquet, the International Technical Advisory Board, and all session chairs for putting together a very interesting program and facilitating the mighty task of a paper peer review.

Aside from the technical presentations and many discussions during the coffee breaks, I enjoyed meeting up with friends and catching up with colleagues. A fun part was to observe the growing number of attendees sporting the ION’s turquoise Hawaiian logo shirts. As the meeting progressed they multiplied exponentially. (Anyone who did not manage to buy one yet — please contact the ION National Office. The shirts are great and come in all men’s and women’s sizes! You can also get a matching pair of flip-flops, perfect attire for the next Pacific PNT in 2017!)

Incidentally, those of you who may wonder if Dr. Frank van Graas also wore a Hawaiian shirt will not be disappointed — he did not. However, he did sport a turquoise ION Hawaiian tie hand-made by Lisa Beaty!

In conclusion, I’d like to extend my apology to a speaker in session B2, whose talk was inadvertently interrupted when I mistakenly pressed a Siri button on my (not so smart) iPhone, and she announced joyfully and loudly “I am sorry, I did not understand what you said.”
Pacific PNT 2015 Draws Diverse Mix of Topics, Attendees

The usual strong technical content undoubtedly was a factor, but the accessible location and pleasant environs also provided an attraction for the 180 attendees at the second ION Pacific PNT conference held in Honolulu, Hawaii, in April.

Built around 18 technical sessions in three parallel tracks over the course of three days, the venue near Waikiki Beach “provided an intimate platform for the sharing of upcoming applications in the field of PNT,” according to Pacific PNT program co-chair, Dr. Jade Morton, Colorado State University.

“Pacific PNT 2015 greatly exceeded my expectations!” added the event’s general chair, Dr. Mikel M. Miller, Air Force Research Laboratory. “In addition to the great papers, I was especially pleased with the opportunity to network with our Pacific Rim neighbors and partners.”

The ION established International Advisory Board specifically for the biennial conference with representatives from eight nations supporting the program development.

“We had a number of participants and session chairs from Pacific Rim countries who have not been involved in the ION community before and who really enjoyed their experience at the meeting,” Dr. Morton pointed out.

An ION innovation introduced at the premier Pacific PNT conference in 2013 were keynote addresses that opened many of the individual sessions. Designed as subject overviews with emphasis on Asia-Pacific aspects, these were invited in some cases, given by the session chair, or selected as a notable example from among the submitted papers.

Among such keynotes at the 2015 Pacific PNT meeting were the following:

“Recent Advances in Retrieval of Ocean Surface Wind Fields from GNSS-R delay-Doppler Maps,” by Nereida Alvarez Rodriguez and James L. Garrison, Purdue University, in the session on “Earthquake and Environmental Monitoring with GNSS.” This presentation outlined the NASA Cyclone Global Navigation Satellite System (CYGNSS) mission to measure the surface wind speeds in the inner core of tropical cyclones. To accomplish this, CYGNSS will use a constellation of eight nanosatellites, evenly spaced within the same orbit, each carrying a GNSS reflectometry (GNSS-R) receiver to observe both direct and reflected signals.

“Challenges in Long-range Underwater Positioning: Steps Toward ‘UGPS,’” by
Dr. Bruce Howe, research professor in the Department of Ocean and Resources Engineering at University of Hawaii at Manoa, open the “Contemporary and Challenging PNT” session. Dr. Howe offered the history of subsurface ocean research and technical developments from World War II to the present in the context of the recently announced solicitation of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) for the Positioning System for Deep Ocean Navigation (POSYDON) program. POSYDON seeks to develop an undersea system that provides omnipresent, robust positioning using a small number of acoustic sources, analogous to GPS satellites, distributed around an ocean basin. By measuring the absolute range to multiple source signals, an undersea platform can obtain continuous, accurate positioning without surfacing for a GPS fix.

In the session on “UAS Technologies and Applications,” a presentation prepared by Minchan Kim, Dong-Kyeong Lee, Eugene Bang, and Jiyun Lee, of South Korea’s Advanced Institute of Science and Technology, addressed a “Mobile Differential GNSS Architecture Utilizing UAV Networks: A Conceptual Framework and Key Issues.” In order to achieve the high accuracy and reliability needed for autonomous unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) applications, the proposal calls for deployment of a fleet of UAVs with GNSS receivers and RF data transmitters on board. These would occupy a predetermined network of sites at which precise positions are rapidly surveyed to create differential reference stations. The RF transmitters would then provide differential corrections and integrity monitoring for UAVs operating in the area.

“Whether it was earthquake monitoring in Taiwan or driving in the very challenging urban GNSS environment of Tokyo, the PNT issues are critical . . . and Pacific PNT provided a great forum to discuss novel ideas and approaches to work the [these] issues,” Dr. Miller said.
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Determining location is not only the fundamental navigation objective; it’s a primal human instinct. And fear of being lost permeates all human behavior.

So, I started to explore the meaning of location with a thesaurus and a book of synonyms. Many good words conveyed the general idea: site, place, position, setting, scene, locality, whereabouts, situation, locale, spot, area, district, neighborhood, part, point, region, section, station, venue, bearings, fix, hole, locus, post, tract, turf, and neck of the woods.

I then tried to find the opposite, or antonym, of location — but it wasn’t there! I combed the thesaurus, antonyms.com, synonyms.com, ask.com, Google, wordhippo.com, and SIRI Apple’s personal assistant in cyberspace. None of these sources provided even a single word that conveyed a meaning that was the opposite of location.

SIRI, in her admirable, but often confounding quest to please, did come up with the little town of Busselton, Australia, when I asked. It turns out that it’s the closest city whose coordinates are the antipode (opposite) of my home in Richboro, Pennsylvania. Knowing the antipodal city of my residence adds to my repository of navigation-related useless information, but it was not what I was searching for.

Not having the opposite of a location has also become an implicit guarantee of a large Department of Defense initiative referred to as Assured Position, Navigation, and Time. “Assured” means a guarantee that you will always know your location. This clearly shows the importance of navigation to the government, as I do not know of government programs called Assured Food or Assured Shelter or Assured Equality.

Returning to our theme, however: What can explain this dearth of antonyms for location? It appears that humans don’t like the idea of being lost or having no place in the world. Even though Canadian musician Neil Young suggested in the title of his second album that “Everybody Knows This Is Nowhere,” being the opposite of somewhere is such a visceral fear that it appears to invoke a denial of the possibility.

So, I turned to some of the world’s philosophers, poets, songwriters, and authors for further explanations of this phenomenon. The following quotations and excerpts reflect humanity’s agony and ecstasy associated with lacking a location or, in other words, being lost.

“Some things were better lost than found.”
— Stephen King, The Dead Zone

“How would it be,” said Pooh slowly, “if, as soon as we’re out of sight of this Pit, we try to find it again?”
“What’s the good of that?” said Rabbit.
“Well,” said Pooh, “we keep looking for Home and not finding it, so I thought that if we looked for this Pit, we’d be sure not to find it, which would be a Good Thing, because then we might find something that we weren’t looking for, which might be just what we were looking for, really.”
— A. A. Milne

“I’ve never been lost, but I was mighty turned around for three days once.”
— Daniel Boone
“We are forlorn like children, and experienced like old men, we are crude and sorrowful and superficial — I believe we are lost.”
— Erich Maria Remarque, All Quiet on the Western Front

“There is no one to find me now, is there? This time I have to find our own way, and it is hard, so hard.”
— George R.R. Martin

“You can lose your way anywhere.”
Christine Heppermann, from Poisoned Apples: Poems for You, My Pretty

“He’s a real Nowhere Man
Sitting in his nowhere land
Making all his nowhere plans for nobody.”
— The Beatles

Unlike the Defense Department, philosophers and authors cannot give us a guarantee against getting lost, but they offer some hope of finding oneself in the following observations:

“It was strange how you didn’t realize how much you loved a place until you had lost it completely.”
— Kameron Hurley, Rapture

“Yesterday, I got lost.
You did too.
So what?
People get lost all the time.
It’s just a matter of finding yourself, and treasuring that.”
— Maddie Hamplie

“Getting lost is not fatal. Almost every time, it will make your world.”
— Julien Smith

“Cut off from everything that was familiar to him, unable to discover even a single point of reference, he saw that his steps, by taking him nowhere, were taking him nowhere but into himself.
He was wandering inside himself, and he was lost. Far from troubling him, this state of being lost became a source of happiness, of exhilaration. He breathed it into his very bones. As if on the brink of some previously hidden knowledge, he breathed it into his very bones and said to himself, almost triumphantly: I am lost.”
— Paul Auster, The Invention of Solitude

“Sometimes when you lose your way in the fog, you end up in a beautiful place! Don’t be afraid of getting lost!”
— Mehmet Murat ildan

“Whether you are lost in the darkness or dance in the light is entirely up to you.”
— Steven Redhead, Unleash The Power of Your Heart and Mind

“True navigation begins in the human heart. It is the most important map of all.”
— Elizabeth Kapu’uwasilani Lindsey
Over the last few decades, NASA has sent instrumented robotic probes to all of the planets in the Solar System, the moons of Jupiter and Saturn, asteroids, and comets.

“We have discovered beautiful, strange, mysterious, and puzzling worlds,” says Dr. Green. “In the last several years alone, our understanding of the origin and evolution of our solar system has changed dramatically. Literally our foundations of knowledge have been reestablished!”

As the director of Planetary Science, Dr. Green is responsible for the U.S. space agency’s exploration of our solar system, including astrobiology research. Under his leadership, a number of recent planetary science mission events have been successfully completed, including the following:

- the NEW HORIZONS space probe, which is scheduled to reach Pluto on July 14
- the 10-year MErcury Surface, Space ENvironment, GEochemistry, and Ranging (MESSENGER) mission, which ended April 30 as the spacecraft, its fuel exhausted, crashed into the surface of planet
- the launch of JUNO mission to improve our understanding of the solar

Perhaps a Cigar with That Cuban Sandwich?

ION GNSS+ 2015 attendees will be arriving in Tampa, Florida, in an era of changing U.S.-Cuba relations that have a special historical resonance for the city’s residents.

Current events have given a new prominence to Tampa’s long history as a trading partner, political sanctuary, and jumping-off point for its island neighbor a short stretch down the western coast and across the Florida Straits. Ybor City — which many ION-goers discovered last year to be an exciting center of art, nightlife, and entertainment for greater Tampa — is one of only two U.S. National Historic Landmark districts in the state of Florida.
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The purpose of the Johannes Kepler Award is to honor an individual for sustained and significant contributions to the development of satellite navigation. The winner of this award will be determined by a special nominating committee. The Kepler Award is presented only when deemed appropriate. All members of The Institute of Navigation are eligible for nomination. We are encouraged to submit the names of individuals for consideration.

To submit a nomination, go to the ION website at www.ion.org. Click on Awards, scroll down, click on Kepler Award, then click on the Awards form for complete nomination instructions. Nominations must be received by June 30. Nomination packages may be sent to: Satellite Division Awards Committee Chair, The Institute of Navigation, 8551 Rixlew Lane, Suite 360, Manassas, VA 20109.

Due June 30

Kepler Award Nominations

The purpose of the Johannes Kepler Award is to honor an individual for sustained and significant contributions to the development of satellite navigation. The winner of this award will be determined by a special nominating committee. The Kepler Award is presented only when deemed appropriate. All members of The Institute of Navigation are eligible for nomination. We are encouraged to submit the names of individuals for consideration.

To submit a nomination, go to the ION website at www.ion.org. Click on Awards, scroll down, click on Kepler Award, then click on the Awards form for complete nomination instructions. Nominations must be received by June 30. Nomination packages may be sent to: Satellite Division Awards Committee Chair, The Institute of Navigation, 8551 Rixlew Lane, Suite 360, Manassas, VA 20109.

Due June 30

Parkinson Award Nominations

Graduate students in GNSS technology, applications, or policy who have completed a single-author thesis or dissertation and who are ION members are eligible for this prestigious award and $2,500 honorarium. Nominations are to be submitted by a regular research faculty member of a college or university. This award honors Dr. Bradford W. Parkinson for establishing the U.S. Global Positioning System and the Satellite Division of The Institute of Navigation.

For application details and entry rules, go to www.ion.org. Nominations must be received by June 30.
positive train control in the united states

continuing incidences of explosive train accidents involving volatile shale oil might seem to highlight the potential for a positioning and tracking system — known generically as Positive Train Control (PTC) — for the U.S. rail system, a subject of discussion for more than 45 years that has yet to come to fruition.

Oddly enough, however, the oilcar safety discussion has focused on railcar design and providing advance notice to states of oil trains moving across their territory. On May 1 the U.S. Transportation Department announced new standards for tank-car construction, new brake-system requirements, and speed limits for trains. The final rules referenced PTC developments, but not how that technology would specifically be applied to regulation of oil trains.

Meanwhile, as a presentation at the recent ION Pacific PNT 2015 meeting reflected, the much denser European rail system has begun implementing its own version of PTC known as the European Railway Traffic Management System/European Train Control System (ERTMS/ETCS). Europe’s interest in the subject began 20 years after the first discussion in the United States and yet the 28-member European Union (EU) appears much farther down the track toward reaching their destination.

U.S. rail companies now face a deadline at the end of this year to install PTC systems on all Class 1 railroads and passenger railroads. PTC combines GNSS, trackbed sensors, wayside switching and warning signs, and dispatch centers to provide real-time monitoring of trains and automatic controls to prevent or reduce the likelihood of accidents.

A PTC system monitors the location and movement of trains, then slows or stops any that is not being operated in accordance with signal systems or operating rules. Most use GNSS, in-track circuits or transponders, or a combination of both to determine train location. (See Figure 1.)

The PTC mandate came with congressional passage of the Rail Safety Improvement Act of 2008 (RSIA) following the collision of a Metrolink commuter train and a Union Pacific freight train in Chatsworth, California, that resulted in 25 deaths and 102 injuries. The National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) has included PTC on its Most Wanted List every year from its inception in 1990.

Nonetheless, at an April 14 hearing on “Oversight of the Ongoing Rail, Pipeline, and Hazmat Rulemakings” held by the U.S. House Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure’s Subcommittee on Railroads, Pipelines, and Hazardous Materials, NTSB Chairman Christopher Hart admitted that compliance with the PTC mandate remains in doubt.

“We know that several rail carriers have stated that they will not meet the 2015 deadline,” Hart said. “This is disappointing.”

At the same hearing, Sarah Feinberg, acting administrator of the Federal...
Railroad Administration (FRA), admitted, “Although the railroads subject to the mandate are working diligently towards implementation of PTC systems, FRA is concerned that the vast majority of these railroads will not be able to meet the deadline.”

Currently, PTC systems are in use only on the Northeast Corridor in the United States and on the Michigan line between Chicago, Illinois, and Detroit, Michigan.

A February 2013 NTSB forum called “Positive Train Control: Is It on Track?” raised several challenges hindering the full implementation of PTC, including cost, standardization of technologies, and availability of radio spectrum.

**European Progress**

In the Pacific PNT paper entitled, “High Integrity Two-tiers Augmentation Systems for Train Control Systems,” Dr. Alessandro Neri, president of the Radio-Labs Consortium, and two coauthors describe work on an integrity monitoring network that combine wide area and local augmentation systems to support ERTMS/ETCS operations.

A related paper, “The Perspective of Adopting the GNSS for the Evolution of the European Train Control System (ERTMS): A Roadmap for a Standardized and Certifiable Platform,” has been accepted as an alternate presentation in the “Land Based Applications” technical session at this year’s ION GNSS+ conference in Tampa, Florida.

A European ERTMS deployment plan adopted in 2009 sets forth a common system design and mandates the retrofitting of ERTMS on six ERTMS corridors and additional freight lines, with deadlines ranging from 2015 to 2020. To ensure that ERTMS is constantly adapted to the railway’s needs, technical specifications are maintained under the lead of the European Railway Agency in cooperation with the signalling industry and railway stakeholders. The deployment plan represents a literal railroad map of the future. (See Figure 2.)

**Lessons from Aviation**

The challenges of implementing effective PTC/ETCS mirrors that faced by the aviation community over the past two decades as they have developed GNSS satellite-based augmentation systems (SBAS) such as the U.S. WAAS and European EGNOS. As Neri and his colleagues said in their Pacific PNT paper, “The trend of using multiconstellation, multifrequency GNSS receivers is fully matched to the evolutionary path of wide area augmentation systems designed to effectively respond to the increasing requirements arising in the avionics context, too.”

And, just as the aviation community has seen the need for higher precision and integrity capabilities in ground-based augmentation systems (GBAS) to support more demanding operations such as automatic landing, the European rail sector is looking to “local area augmentation networks covering those situations requiring very tight confidence intervals, in order to effectively replace expensive wayside equipment supporting challenging tasks such as multiple parallel track discrimination,” the authors said.

Unlike the aviation sector, however, where the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) directly operates the nation’s air traffic control/management system, U.S. railroads have no public entity to implement a centralized, national PTC system. Instead, private rail companies are overseen by the FRA, which has arguably demonstrated a less effective approach to regulation of private industry. For instance, On May 14, 2012, the FRA issued a final rule that exempted about 10,000 miles of track from the PTC mandate.

Under the RSIA, individual railroads elect the choice of PTC technology, which is supposed to be compatible with other rail companies’ systems. The FRA received 43 different implementation plans with a variety of designs. A week after Congress passed RSIA, Union Pacific Corporation, Burlington Northern Santa Fe Corporation, and Norfolk Southern Corporation announced that they had reached an agreement on establishing interoperability standards for PTC, a critical component to safely implementing the technology across all rail systems. Nonetheless, interoperability among PTC designs remains an issue.
A History of PTC Derailments

The various railroad companies have demonstrated a range of acceptance or, conversely, resistance to the PTC mandate. For instance, in the 1980s and early 1990s Burlington Northern (BN, now Burlington Northern Santa Fe Railway) began work on what it called the Advanced Railroad Electronics System (ARES).

Working with Rockwell International’s Collins Air Transport Division, BN “realized that the technology was available to implement an integrated command, control, communications, and information (C3I) system on a railroad,” according to Steve Ditmeyer, BN’s director of R&D at the time.

In July 1985, BN senior management committed to a demonstration of the ARES PTC system on the Minnesota Iron Range with Rockwell serving as designer and system integrator of ARES. The project included 250 miles of track, 7 locomotives, 3 maintenance vehicles, and a control center in Minneapolis, Minnesota. BN hired The Charles Stark Draper Laboratory to help oversee the development of the system and analyze its safety while it was operational from 1987 to 1992.

In its analysis, Draper Lab used component failure rates based on avionics failure rates supplied by Rockwell modified for application in a railroad environment, according to Ditmeyer, who later served as an FRA official who and now teaches railway management at Michigan State University. BN invited railroad executives, union officials, shippers, FRA and NTSB staff, Congressional staff, and others to the Minnesota Iron Range to observe the ARES PTC demonstration.

The PTC effort was essentially abandoned from then until the RSIA mandate. In 1993, both the Association of American Railroads (AAR) and BN discontinued support for deployment of automatic train control systems (ATCS) and ARES “with little or no public expla-
nation,” according to a 2004 FRA report to Congress.

In a presentation at the 2013 NTSB forum, Gerhard Thelen, vice-president of operations planning for Norfolk Southern Corporation — speaking on behalf of the AAR, said that the ARES and other PTC pilot projects “were abandoned due to communications capacity and an unattainable functional Back Office System.”

**Costs versus Benefits**

Indeed, cost factors probably provided the largest disincentives for railroads to pursue PTC.

“BN and Rockwell management recognized early that the cost of a system like ARES would not be justified if only the costs of the accidents prevented were considered,” Ditmeyer told the NTSB forum. “They realized, though, that the real-time, precise, continuous information about the locations and speeds of trains and maintenance vehicles could also be used to obtain business benefits, such as improved meet-pass planning, shorter running times, closer spacing between trains, reduced fuel consumption and emissions, improved productivity of maintenance crews, and higher asset utilization. The benefit-to-cost ratio of a systemwide implementation of ARES was calculated to be approximately 3-to-1.”

BN conducted analyses on all these business benefits, which were summarized in a Harvard Business School case study in 1991, he added.

In a September 1999 report to the FRA on PTC from the Railroad Safety Advisory Committee (RSAC) found that safety benefits of PTC could not support the investments needed to deploy the system. The RSAC was unable to reach conclusions regarding the non-safety benefits of PTC-related technologies.

The exercise was essentially repeated a decade later in the 2004 FRA report to Congress that provided an updated economic analysis of the costs and benefits of positive train control and related systems “that takes into account advances in technology and system savings to carriers and shippers.”

A cost/benefit analysis by Zeta-Tech Associates undertaken as part of the FRA report estimated that a full-fledged PTC would cost railroads between $2.0 and $3.7 billion in 2003 dollars, and would only return them between $25 million and $202 million per year in benefits.

Business-related benefits, mostly driven by improvements in positioning accuracy due to GNSS, include such things as improved railroad productivity and reduced shipper logistical cost, created by precision dispatch, improved capacity, faster and more reliable rail shipments, and diversion of freight traffic from highway to rail.

According to Zeta-Tech, shippers would receive a benefit of between $1.55 and $2.5 billion per year. PTC-preventable rail accident costs would be reduced by $40 to $96 million per year, but would be offset by volume related increases in rail accident costs of $20 to $40 million per year. Other benefits would come from reduced traffic accidents and air pollution due to diversion of freight from highways to more efficient railroads.

The total net societal benefits would range from a low of $2.1 billion per year in 2010 to a high of $3.9 billion in 2020, according to Zeta-Tech. During peer review of the report, both cost and benefit calculations were assailed by PTC critics and supporters.

Betty Monro, then the FRA’s acting administrator, summarized the conclusions: “The analysis . . . shows that the direct safety benefits of PTC would be small relative to the potential costs. The direct business benefits of PTC appear to be controversial, and when interested parties were invited to comment on an early draft of this report, there was substantial criticism of the projected business benefits . . . [which] rely on untested assumptions. . . . If the business benefits assumptions are correct, however, there would be fairly large societal benefits, but the railroads would receive very little of [these].”

The rail industry view on PTC represented by the AAR ranges from tepid to emphatically resistant. FRA’s FY 2016 budget includes $825 million to assist commuter railroads in achieving full compliance with the statutory mandate to implement PTC. The budget also provides funding to assist with the implementation of PTC on Amtrak routes.

Rail freight carriers, however, have to bear most of the PTC financial burden themselves, a factor that probably underlies the industry’s longstanding hesitation in embracing PTC.

As summarized by Norfolk Southern’s Thelen, these are the AAR’s concerns:

- “PTC is much more complicated than anyone ever envisioned.”
- A vital central office system has been attempted and proven to be unattainable as a first step due to complexity.
- Railroads realized that they need to learn how to crawl before they can walk.
- All subsystems currently under design are mostly unproven.”

Even as Europe forge ahead with a coordinated plan on GNSS-based rail traffic management, then, the United States continues a disparate, less consolidated approach with many starts and stops.

At the conclusion of his presentation to the House subcommittee, the NTSB’s hearing in April, Hart stated, “There is much debate by policymakers on extending the 2015 deadline established by the RSIA. Some railroads may meet this deadline. For those railroads that have not met the deadline, there should be a transparent accounting for actions taken – and not taken – to meet the deadline so that regulators and policymakers can make informed decisions.”

---
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An enormous volume of information has been bantered about within government circles over the last several months about the possibility of establishing a revitalized domestic Loran capability, referred to as enhanced Loran (eLoran). The purpose would be to complement GPS and back it up in the event of natural or manmade disruptions.

Adapting and applying a phrase attributed to Congressman Morris “Mo” Udall (D-Arizona, 1961–1991), it might be apropos to characterize the unfortunate dilemma surrounding the opportunity for eLoran to emerge as the backup for GPS thus: “Everything about its value has been said, but unfortunately not everyone has yet said it.”

This dithering enables the thorniest issue to remain unaddressed, and that is, which federal department or agency will step up to the challenge of leading its return to operation?

Everyone within the Institute of Navigation knows that the need for a backup to GPS has been reflected in U.S. policy dating back to the President Bush era and the National Security Presidential Directive (NSPD-39) of December 2004. Additionally, the ION, with its charter as a professional society dedicated to the advancement of the art and science of positioning, navigation, and timing, is on solid ground to assert that a prudent navigator doesn’t rely solely on only one source of navigation information. The same philosophy, incidentally, applies to timing and synchronization information.

Not seeking or intending to forget the federal budget challenges of the early years of the current administration, we can understand the recommendation to abandon Loran-C by the U.S. Coast Guard and subsequent decision by OMB in 2009. But budgetary challenges, while still present are no longer a significant factor in decision-making about eLoran as none of the current discussion has indicated that a revitalized domestic system would be too expensive.

Rather, the game now appears to be one of interagency dodgeball where the acknowledged requirement to provide a backup to GPS for a very broad range of PNT constituencies falls outside the span of any single agency’s purview and, as a result, no agency or department is stepping forward to take on the task.

Given that the 2004 backup policy is still in force today, why hasn’t the Obama Administration helped push the backup opportunity for eLoran forward so that the current interagency stalemate can be undone?

Congress has weighed in on this issue in numerous ways. In the summer of 2014 Congressman Duncan Hunter (R-50th California), chairman of the House Subcommittee on Coast Guard and Maritime Transportation, added language to the House authorization bill for the U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) directing a halt to the demolition of the remaining USCG Loran-C antennas. Today, a handful of stations remains available, at least in the near term, with which to begin the process of reintroducing a limited timing backup.

The most recent Capitol Hill action involves Congressman John Garamendi (D-California), the ranking minority member of the Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittee of the House Coast Guard and Maritime Transportation Committee. Rep. Garamendi has just introduced a bipartisan National Positioning, Navigation, and Timing (PNT) Resilience and Security Act of 2015, H.R. 1678, which requires the Departments of Defense and Transportation along with the Coast Guard to establish and sustain a land-based complement and backup to GPS that would take advantage of the existing Loran infrastructure.

On March 23, a notice was published in the Federal Register by the Department of Transportation seeking public opinion (information, potential applications, requirements, willingness to equip, etc.) regarding the government’s potential plans for eLoran. The comment period extends until May 22, with all received comments being posted at <http://www.regulations.gov> using “DOT-OST-2015-0053” as the search filter.

Only time will tell whether a decision on eLoran will follow the comment period or whether more hand-wringing will prevail.

As of May 1, when this column was being prepared for publication, a total of 48 comments had been posted. The vast majority of these comments are supportive of eLoran; one post referenced a 2007
Federal Register notice on a related subject for which 982 comments were received. A post replying to the current notice that could be viewed as unsupportive came from the Regional Air Cargo Carriers Association, which noted that equipage of eLoran receivers for the association’s aviation constituents would be an important aspect of how that community would perceive eLoran as a GPS backup.

This is not a surprising comment, but it does raise the question of what the outcome of the comment period will be — is this simply going to be another means to further divide the interagency leadership into their respective corners so that they can dodge a decision on going forward? Only time will tell whether a decision on eLoran will follow the comment period or whether more hand-wringing will prevail.

If a decision to move ahead with eLoran does occur, much work remains to be done by the designated agency or agencies responsible for implementing the decision. A source of funding must be identified — Congress can help here — and a strategy for rebuilding, managing, and operating the system must be established. Additionally, engagement with international bodies will be necessary to finalize and ratify standards for signals and receivers, a sine qua non for domestic and international industry to reestablish a market for stand-alone and integrated eLoran equipment.

This continuing debate on the viability of eLoran reminds me of an observation, circa 1989–1990, made by a speaker at a Wild Goose Association meeting (attribution to whom I am uncertain) that went like this, “If Loran were treated like GPS, it would be a shoo-in. If GPS had been treated like Loran, it never would have had a chance.”

The choice of eLoran has been obvious, and proven for some time — what is not obvious is whether the necessary government action will be taken.
The GLAD activity was the largest-scale experiment of its kind in the Gulf of Mexico, according to GoMRI. During August 2012, Dr. Brian Haus, a professor, of Ocean Sciences at the University of Miami, and his research team deployed more than 300 custom-made drifters, designed to follow surface currents in the Gulf of Mexico, near the Deepwater Horizon site and Louisiana coast.

The drifters incorporated SPOT Satellite GPS Messenger units from Covington, Louisiana–based SPOT LLC, pocket-sized units that combine a GPS receiver and low-Earth orbit satellite communications transmitting on the 1610-1620 MHz L-band frequency. When originally deployed, project managers expected the 317 drifters to provide GPS-derived position information every five minutes via Globalstar satellite links for four to five weeks. Many of the drifters continued to transmit beyond this service design period, prompting an extension of the monitoring contract.

To provide seventy-two hour forecasts of the patterns, the Naval Research Laboratory supplied GLAD with 32 realizations of the Navy Coastal Ocean Model (NCOM) provided by the Naval Oceanographic Office, running at one- and three-kilometer resolution. (The NCOMCARTHE investigators used a fully coupled ocean-wave-atmosphere modeling system for real-time data processing. These detailed data were essential in determining more precisely where the drifters should be launched according to ocean features.

Drifters can be used in calm or stormy weather, day or night. But that didn’t make the effort an easy one. “Even after months of planning for the GLAD experiment, we knew we were taking a chance on this project,” said CARTHE Director Dr. Tamay Özgökmen, professor of ocean sciences at the University of Miami’s the Rosenstiel School of Marine and Atmospheric Science. “It was such a large scale deployment in such a precisely-engineered, complex manner, no one had ever attempted it before. We knew we were taking on a major challenge and whether or not we’d be able to pull it off was uncertain.”

The GLAD experiment tracked upper ocean flows, generating data that were assimilated into ocean circulation models. After three months, the monitoring was halted and the CARTHE team began analyzing the wealth of accumulated data, representing more than six million records.

The GLAD data improved operational model accuracy and transport predictions as well as the researchers’ understanding of the influences on coastal oil dispersion. These findings are important because the oil didn’t spread everywhere, according to GoMRI. Figure 1 shows the circulation patterns in the Gulf of Mexico recorded by the GLAD drifters.

A little over a year later, the SCOPE activity began, with more than 30 researchers from 16 universities gathering in Ft. Walton Beach, Florida, in December 2013 armed with drifters, dye, and drones to track elusive ocean processes in order to help visualize the three-dimensional movement of Gulf waters.

For the experiment, the researchers deployed 250 GPS-equipped drifters (including 30 biodegradable ones) to track surface waters, using a “release and catch” method to allow repeated use of these specially outfitted devices. SCOPE workers injected a dye both along and outside the surf zone to trace its movement through the water column.

The releases of dye and drifters were coordinated with the use of synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images, microstructure and air-sea interaction measurements, observations of frontal
features, and detailed modeling adjusted to the SCOPE observations. Figure 2 shows the forecasted movement of oil from the Deepwater Horizon incident compared with the actual movement of the oil slick.

Once models were supplemented by real-time data from experiments, climate scientists could combine these data with wind and tides and use them to predict oil transport in scenarios under a variety of conditions. In the longer term, improved transport predictions will inform environmental policy and support the development of crisis response plans.

Beyond Oil Spills, Beyond GPS
The lessons learned from SCOPE may also be applied to non-oil spill-related activities. For instance, GoMRI suggests that the U.S. Coast Guard could use improved transport predictions to pinpoint vessels in distress and enhance search and rescue operations. Another application would enable fisheries to better understand larval movement of important commercial species.

Researchers involved in the GoMRI project are also looking at other technologies in addition to GPS for tracking and modeling currents in the Gulf.

Conor Smith, for instance, an applied marine physics Ph.D. student at the University of Miami (UM) Rosenstiel School of Marine & Atmospheric Science, is working toward a method that accurately interprets surface current velocities using information contained solely within synthetic aperture radar (SAR) satellite imagery. A veteran of both the GLAD and SCOPE experiments, Smith uses TerraSAR-X, an Earth observation satellite, to calculate ocean speeds with a method that he compares to police radar guns — emitting an electronic pulse that bounces off the ocean surface and returns to the instrument.

The circular motion of surface waves complicates current velocity calculations, Smith says. To account for this motion, he checks the satellite’s speed estimates against drifter GPS data paired with Delft3D, an open-source-coded numerical model for characterizing hydrodynamics.

Smith’s ultimate goal is to develop a methodology for SAR-based speed estimates that is accurate enough to eliminate the need for labor-intensive drifter data and developing and validating a near-shore numerical model, according to a GoMRI web post in February.

Combined with extensive underwater investigations such as the behavior of the resulting Deepwater Horizon oil plume, formation and dispersion of oil droplets, and subsurface currents, the surface current data enabled GoMRI to develop model suites that “can follow an oil drop from the moment it is released until it arrives on a beach or is removed from the ocean,” according to Dr. Piers Chapman, professor of oceanography at Texas A&M University and director of the Gulf of Mexico Integrated Spill Response Consortium (GISR), one of the group’s participating in the GoMRI project. “We cover about 12 orders of magnitude in length scales from microns to 1,000 kilometers, roughly the width of the Gulf of Mexico.”

(top) Ronald Brouwer (Technical University of Delft, Netherlands) and Ph.D. student Conor Smith (UM-RSMAS) watch the lift off of the camera-equipped drone to record the dye release and drifter deployment in the SCOPE experiment.
Photo provided by CARTHE

(bottom) Keith Wyckoff, left, (Naval Postgraduate School) displays some of the 220 fully-assembled drifters that he built, which he and Conor Smith (UM-RSMAS) have prepared to load onto boats for deployment.
Photo provided by CARTHE
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As reported in the ION Winter Newsletter, the North Star Section had a very busy January hosting the Fifth Annual Autonomous Snowplow Competition.

The section would like to acknowledge the hard work of the snowplow competition’s organizing committee and in particular, Suneel Sheikh, who has very capably led this event since its inception in 2009. In addition to Suneel, the committee includes Mark Ahlbrecht, Curt Albrecht, Vibhor Bageshwar, Melissa Fisher, Kristen Gerzina, Tom Jakel, Paul Kline, Jackie Morris, Richard Russell, Kristen Sheikh, Wayne Soehren, and Kevin Sweeney.

More than 75 volunteers made the event possible, from a wide variety of organizations including Honeywell, Alliant Techsystems (now Orbital ATK), ASTER Labs, Lockheed Martin, UTC Aerospace Systems, The Toro Company, University of Minnesota, Target, Innovent Air, John A. Knutson & Company, Emerson, TCF Bank, WSB & Associates, Achievement Rewards for College Scientists (ARCS) Foundation, and Baker Tilly.

The ION North Star section and the Autonomous Snowplow Competition organization committee would like to thank our financial sponsors for their support: the ION Satellite Division, ASTER Labs, Honeywell, Alliant Techsystems (now Orbital ATK), The Toro Company, UTC Aerospace Systems, Deere & Company, U.S. Bancorp, Space Exploration Technologies, Proto Labs, Nuts and Volts Magazine, and Servo Magazine for their ongoing financial support of the competition. The section would also like to thank our Founding Partner, Achievement Rewards for College Scientists (ARCS) Foundation, for its valuable assistance.

To learn more about the competition and view videos, press coverage, photos and information about the 2015 competition, please visit autosnowplow.com, follow us on Facebook at “Autonomous Snowplow Competition” and on Twitter and Instagram at autosnowplow.

**Washington DC Section**

Doug Taggart was recently appointed to the role of Chair pro tem of the DC Section.

In response to a non-attribution survey distributed to 173 ION members in the Virginia, Maryland, and D.C. region, an organizational meeting designed to restart the DC Section was held on Thursday evening, April 2, 2015. Efforts are now focused on finalizing section bylaws and electing a chair, secretary and treasurer.

Member responses to the survey indicated an interest in attending section meetings that provided opportunities for program outreach, social opportunities, student outreach, professional development, current events and educational opportunities. The current plan is to hold meetings on a quarterly schedule.

A Nomination Committee to orchestrate officer elections has been appointed and elections are expected to be held in mid-May. Mr. Chuck Schue and Mr. Mitch Narins are the Nomination Committee leads.

The next meeting of the Section is scheduled to be held at the U.S. Naval Observatory on the evening of 23 July 2015. Ed Powers has agreed to be the USNO sponsor for the July meeting. DC Section activity will continue to be posted at: <http://www.ion.org/membership/section-dc.cfm>.

Calendar of Upcoming ION Events

**JUNE 2015**

22-25: ION JNC 2015, Renaissance Orlando at SeaWorld, Orlando, Florida  
*Contact:* The ION  
*Tel:* +1 703-366-2723  
*Web:* www.ion.org

**AUGUST 2015**

31 August – 10 September 2015  
ESA/JRC International Summer School on GNSS 2015  
Hotel Alimara, Barcelona, Spain  
http://congrexprojects.com/2015-events/15m21/registration

**SEPTEMBER 2015**

14-18: ION GNSS+ 2015, Tampa Convention Center, Tampa, Florida  
*Contact:* The ION  
*Tel:* +1 703-366-2723  
*Web:* www.ion.org

**OCTOBER 2015**

20-23: IAIN World Congress 2015, Clarion Congress Hotel Prague, Prague, Czech Republic  
*Contact:* IAIN World Congress  
*Tel:* +420-284-001-444  
*Web:* www.iaain2015.org

**JANUARY 2016**

*Contact:* ION  
*Tel:* +1 703-366-2723  
*Web:* www.ion.org

**MAY 2016**

5-8: IEEE/ION Position, Location and Navigation Symposium (PLANS), Hyatt Regency Monterey, Monterey, California  
*Contact:* ION  
*Tel:* 703-366-2723  
*Web:* www.ion.org
Hey What's That?
Name all of the mountain peaks in view

It happens all the time. You’ve pulled over at a scenic overlook or climbed a mountain or sat down on the porch. You look toward the horizon and say, “What’s the name of that peak over there?”

You can pull up a map on your smartphone, but how do you tell what’s in your field of view? Well, worry no more.

The website heywhatsthat.com and its smartphone app shows you all of the summits visible from where you’re standing (or sitting) anywhere in the world.

The main site computes the horizon and mountain names and other related visualizations, including the surface of the Earth visible from where you’re standing (the visibility cloak or viewshed) and the line of sight profile between you and the distant peaks.

You can view panoramas that someone else has requested and generate your own.

On a smartphone, hit “Show me the view from here.” After a two-minute computation, you’ll see your panorama marked with distant peaks. Scroll from peak to peak with the arrows and use the buttons or menu to see the List and Details views. Go back and try the Surprise Me menu entry to see some particularly nice pre-computed results.

HeyWhatsThat also features an eclipse page, beloved of the Google Earth blog. It features two panes, one showing the expected path of the eclipse on the earth and the other, using Google Sky, shows the current position and path of the Moon across the sky.

www.heywhatsthat.com
TO THE RESCUE
Can GNSS, UAVs, and Big Data Save the Elephants?

The half a million elephants and the 20,000 rhinos left in the African wild may actually go away forever. But they’re not going down without a fight — and GNSS may help.

United Nations numbers show that the illegal wildlife trade is amazingly lucrative, with ivory tusks and rhino horns commanding large profits in a $213 billion black market.

But unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) equipped with infrared cameras and GPS can locate animals and poachers operating in darkness and let rangers know where and when to go find them.

In South Africa, the Lindbergh Foundation-funded Air Shepherd nonprofit developed and tested a pilot program in state parks. They claim, “Where we fly, poaching stops. Completely.”

They worked with University of Maryland professor Thomas Snitch who developed software to guide the UAVs to specific locations by high-resolution satellite imagery, analysis of past events, terrain, population distribution, radio collars, and other information that results in predictable patterns of animal behavior.

Snitch said in a Slate interview, “We know, with near 90 percent certainty, where rhinos are likely to be on a particular night between 6:30 and 8:00, prime time for killings. . . . the model tells us precisely where we should deploy our rangers on any specific night.”

The consumer drones they use can be launched by hand, carry two pounds of cameras for use in the light and the darkness, and fly for up to two hours on a charge.

The problem, said a Duke university lab director involved in a similar project, is that “the poachers have drones of their own. That’s the technology war we are seeing right now.”

SPACE JUNK ZAPPER
A repurposed telescope and high-intensity laser could be the solution

Scientists at Japan’s RIKEN Institute have added their two cents to the debate about how to get rid of space junk. Their space-based proposal uses two novel technologies they believe could remove most of the small debris floating out there within five years.

The idea is to use a telescope to detect high-velocity particles that threaten orbiting satellites and zap them with a 10,000-fiber laser attached to the International Space station. The system could detect one-centimeter projectiles within 60 miles or so of the ISS, nudge them out of orbit and into the atmosphere where they would burn up.

They suggest repurposing a telescope from the European Space Agency’s aborted mission, EUSO. That super-wide-field-of-view instrument was designed to detect cosmic rays, but it could be adapted to locate objects.

The high-efficiency laser they intend to use was originally developed to power particle accelerators.

Chief investigator Toshikazu Ebisuzaki said that the new proposal is radically different from the usual ground-based approach. “We believe it will be accurate, fast, and cheap. We may finally have a way to stop the headache of rapidly growing space debris that endangers space activities.

RIKEN is a large publicly funded network of scientific research centers and institutes in Japan.


Rangers at the Southern Africa Wildlife College plot their route.
(courtesy WWF)
It’s Spring, and GNSS Is in the Air.

It was a busy spring for the world’s GNSS systems. Within one six-day stretch — March 25–30 — five navigation satellites were placed into orbit: a GPS Block IIF; two full operational capability (FOC) Galileo spacecraft, a new-generation BeiDou satellite, and an Indian Regional Navigation Satellite System (IRNSS) space vehicle.

GPS

April 27 marked the 20th anniversary of the U.S. Air Force Space Command’s declaration of full operational capability (FOC) for the GPS constellation. FOC meant that the system had 24 operational satellites (at the time, Block II/IIA spacecraft) in their assigned orbital slots that provided both the military Precise Positioning Service (PPS) performance standard and the civil Standard Positioning Service (SPS).

Also in April, Lockheed Martin completed final integration of the first GPS III satellite, bringing together the system module — which includes the navigation payload that performs the primary positioning, navigation and timing mission — the functional bus containing the electronics that manage all satellite operations, and the propulsion core that enables the satellite to maneuver for operations on orbit.

As outlined the ION Pacific PNT meeting by Mr. David Turner, deputy director of the U.S. Department of State’s Office of Space and Advanced Technology, the Global Positioning System continues to sustain a robust operational constellation that made up of 3 GPS Block IIA satellites, 12 IIRs, 7 IIR-Ms (adding L2C, L1M, L2M signals) and 9 GPS IIFs (including new L5 signal) with 8 additional satellites in residual or test status.

The most recent launch — of the ninth IIF space vehicle (SV) — came on March 25. Another two GPS IIF launches are planned during 2015.

System performance continues to improve as new satellites replace older ones, with average user range error for the civil Standard Positioning Service (SPS) signal in space declining to 0.7 meters in 2014 — a steady improvement from 1.6 meters in 2001. Modifications of the battery charge control have extended GPS IIR and IIR-M satellite life by one to two years, Turner added.

BeiDou

Another Pacific PNT 2015 presentation prepared by Weilin Song, of the China Satellite Navigation Office (CSNO), and Jun Shen, CSNO International Cooperation Center, revealed details of the next phase of China’s BeiDou Satellite System.

Deployment of a new-generation satellites has begun with a successful launch on March 30. Three or four more test satellites will go up this year to carry out validation of a new types of navigation signals and demonstrate inter-satellite links. The spacecraft launch in March was the first BDS satellite developed by Chinese Academy of Sciences, which took advantage of a new, independent upper stage, YZ-1, on the Long March-3 launch vehicle.

Galileo

Europe finally managed to get a pair of full operational capability (FOC) Galileo satellites into the correct orbits with a launch on March 27.

The constellation now has eight satellites in orbit, including four in-orbit validation (IOV) satellites launched in 2011 and 2012 and the first two FOC spacecraft placed into an anomalous orbit last August. Additional launches of two satellites each are tentatively scheduled for September and December.

As re-worked by the European Commission, the program goal is to deliver, by 2016, a package of Initial Services, including a free Open Service, an encrypted Public Regulated Service, and a Search And Rescue function to be transferred to the responsibility of the European GNSS Agency, GSA.

GLONASS

The first GLONASS-K2 spacecraft launch will occur in 2018, according to Nicholas Testyedov, CEO of the satellite manufacturer Reshetnev Information Satellite Systems. The satellite will broadcast the new code division (CDMA) signals. Next launch for a current-generation GLONASS-M satellite is planned from Plesetsk in September.

IRNSS

The fourth satellite of Indian Regional Navigation Satellite System, IRNSS-1D, was launched into geosynchronous orbit (GSO) on March 28 on board the Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle (PSLV-C27).

Seven satellites will comprise the IRNSS constellation being developed by the Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO) to provide navigational services. IRNSS will help augment the satellite-based navigation system of India, which is currently under development and will provide navigation, tracking, and mapping services to the South Asia region.

IRNSS-1A, 1B and 1C, the first three satellites of the constellation, were successfully launched by PSLV on July 02, 2013, April 04, 2014, and October 16, 2014, respectively. ISRO expects to have the entire IRNSS constellation completed by 2016.
Unmanned Vehicles, Aircraft

Navigation Technology Versus Regulation

The phenomenon of technology creating possibilities faster than governments can regulate their safe use has become a hallmark of modernization.

Perhaps the most recent example has appeared in the matter of unmanned vehicles and aircraft operating in public environments. Automakers are loading sensors and software onto new models that, in effect, create ever more autonomous capabilities in the vehicles: lane-keeping, steering assist, automatic braking, and so.

A recent New York Times article reviewing the 2015 New York Auto Show, observed, “The path to fully autonomous driving will still take years to reach consumers, but car manufacturers demonstrated this week that they are now able to offer buyers several levels of so-called active safety features — in which the car takes over driving in certain instances. And they plan to introduce even more advanced semiautonomous capabilities in the coming months.”

In the air, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are being proposed or used for a multitude of applications, from delivering packages to mapping powerlines to environmental surveillance.

In both domains, positioning and navigation functionality is well established, using such technologies as GNSS, inertial measurement units, communication infrastructure, digital maps, video, and lasers.

Commercial pressure to permit greater flexibility in the use of UAVs is augmented by the presence of well-established programs for implementing guidance, navigation, and control (GNC)--related operations: automatic dependent surveillance, sense and avoid, automated precision landing, and so forth. Indeed, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) NextGen program — however much it’s behind schedule and over budget — is already on course to transform the nation’s air traffic management.

As for “smart cars,” in-vehicle navigation-related technologies that were first introduced 20 years ago have become so taken for granted (and overtaken by smartphone capabilities) that they are no longer top of mind among new car buyers.

A recent J. D. Power “U.S. Tech Choice Study” showed navigation-related OEM technologies to be a low preference of consumers across all vehicle price segments. Part of this decline in interest in OEM navigation systems may stem from growth in smartphone-based telematics location-based service (LBS) apps. Mobile phone purchase cycles — and associated technology and user interface development — are much shorter than automotive electronics system design, lowering the risks and costs of innovation while increasing flexibility and timeliness of new features.

All these technological advances, however, are outstripping the ability of regulatory agencies to create appropriate rules of engagement to ensure their safe introduction and use.

As the New York Times said in a May 3 article entitled “Hands-Free Cars Take Wheel, and Law Isn’t Stopping Them,” “Technology has sprinted ahead so fast that lawmakers and regulators are scrambling to catch up with features like hands-free driving that are now months away, rather than years.”

In February the FAA — caught between a congressional mandate to facilitate the introduction of safely regulated unmanned aerial systems (UAS) and industry pressure to do so quickly — released a proposed set of regulations would pave the way for small UAS — those under 55 pounds — to enter the mainstream of U.S. civil aviation. The rule, according to an FAA statement, “would allow routine use of small UAS in today’s aviation system, and is flexible enough to accommodate future technological innovations.”

The following month the agency introduced a “summary grant” process designed to speed up Section 333 exemption approvals for many commercial UAS operators. Section 333 is the part of the 2012 FAA reauthorization law that lets the Secretary of Transportation determine if certain low-risk UAS operations can be authorized prior to finalizing the small UAS proposed rule published in February.

As Jim Williams, manager of the FAA UAS Integration Office, pointed out in a presentation to the Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems (RPAS) Symposium held by the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) in Montreal, Canada, approvals of exemptions to Section 333 are also growing rapidly. In 2013, 407 exemptions — known as certificates of waiver or authorization (COAs) — were granted, and in 2014, 609. In the first two and a half months of this year, the FAA had already issued 165 COAs.

In the automotive area, however, the regulatory environment is much more ambiguous for autonomous driving. Reportedly, only the state of New York specifically mandates that drivers have to have at least one hand on the wheel. The absence of such laws elsewhere probably stems from the fact that until recently no other navigation options existed for cars except manual control.

In the absence of regulations, automobile manufacturers are pushing ahead. Anna Schneider, vice-president for government relations at Volkswagen, which will introduce an Audi next year with the ability to navigate through traffic hands-free, told the New York Times, “Where it’s not expressly prohibited, we would argue it’s allowed.”

The newspaper also quoted Dan Flores, a General Motors spokesman, as saying, “We don’t need any change in legislation to put Super Cruise [a no-hands feature coming in the 2016 Cadillac] on the road.”

Even federal regulators acknowledge the legal void. “If someone wants to sell a totally automated vehicle today, you could probably get a court to decide there’s nothing the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration [NHTSA], can do about that until it presents an unreasonable risk to safety,” NHTSA spokesman Gordon Trowbridge admitted to the Times.
Classified Session will be held June 25 at Shades of Green on Walt Disney World Resort.